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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 9719)

Report Type:

Action Items

Meeting Date: 3/21/2019

Summary Title:

Major Architectural Review of Master Sign Program and Sign
Exceptions - SUMC Wayfinding Signs

Title:

700 Welch [18PLN-00331]: Request by Stanford Medicine for
Major Architectural Review of a Stanford University Medical
Center Master Wayfinding Sign Program for Sign Installations
on Private Property Adjacent to Quarry Road, Welch Road, and
Pasteur Drive, and Within the Public Rights of Way. Sign
Exceptions are Requested for Some Signs. Zoning Districts: PC
(1992), RM-40, MOR, and HD. Environmental Assessment:
Pending. For more information, contact the Project Planner:
Rebecca Atkinson at Rebecca.Atkinson@CityofPaloAlto.org.

From:

Jonathan Lait

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s):
1. Recommend approval of the proposed project to the Director of Planning and
Community Environment based on the attached findings (Attachment E) and subject to
conditions of approval (Attachment F).
REPORT SUMMARY
This staff report describes the application received from Stanford University Medical Center
(SUMC) for establishment of a Master Wayfinding Sign Program for installation and
management of visitor wayfinding signage throughout the Medical Center area. Wayfinding
signage was anticipated during the entitlement process for the Stanford University Medical
Center (SUMC) Development Agreement, Conditional Use Permit, SUMC Design Guidelines, and
the Hospital District (HD) zoning district creation.
BACKGROUND
Project Information
City of Palo Alto
Planning & Community Environment
250 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(650) 329-2442
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Owner:
Architect:
Representative:
Legal Counsel:
Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:
Housing Inventory Site:
Located w/in a Plume:
Protected/Heritage Trees:
Historic Resource(s):
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Stanford University
Kate Keating Associates, Inc.
Molly Swenson & Nanette Boerner
Not applicable

Multiple Addresses; see Table 1.
Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC)
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes, Street Trees in Right-of-Way and Protected Trees on Private
Property
None

Existing Improvement(s):

Medical Facilities, Offices, and Campus Grounds, Right-of-Way
Improvements
Existing Land Use(s):
Medical Facilities, Offices, and Campus Grounds, Right-of-Way
Improvements
Adjacent Land Uses & North: Multi-Family RM-30(D);
Planned
Community
(PC);
Zoning:
Community Commercial (CC)
West: Santa Clara County; Campus Buildings and Grounds
East: Santa Clara County; Campus Buildings and Grounds
South: Santa Clara County; Campus Buildings and Grounds
Aerial View of Property:
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Source: Google Maps, 2019.
Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
PC (1992), RM-40, Medical Office Research (MOR), and Hospital
District (HD). Some signs are also proposed on land in Santa Clara
County subject to City of Palo Alto easements.
Comp. Plan Designation:
Major Institution/Special Facility, Research/Office Park, Multi-Family
Residential; Regional/Community Commercial; Academic Campus
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
Not applicable
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
Not applicable
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
Not applicable
Baylands Master Plan:
Not applicable
El Camino Real Design Not applicable
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Guidelines (1976 / 2002):
Proximity to Residential Yes, Multiple Family Residential (RM-40) on Welch Road near
Uses or Districts (150'):
intersection with Pasteur Drive
Located w/in the Airport
Influence Area:
Not applicable
Prior City Reviews & Action
City Council:
Stanford University Medical Center
associated entitlements, 2011
PTC:
Stanford University Medical Center
associated entitlements, 2011
HRB:
Stanford University Medical Center
associated entitlements, 2011
ARB:
Stanford University Medical Center
associated entitlements, 2011

Development Agreement and
Development Agreement and
Development Agreement and
Development Agreement and

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed project is the creation of a Master Wayfinding Sign Program for the Stanford
University Medical Center (SUMC) area. The application primarily involves the placement of
freestanding vehicular-oriented and pedestrian-oriented signage on Stanford University-owned
property (Attachment A). The applicant’s detailed project description outlines the genesis and
goals for wayfinding in the Medical Center area (Attachment B). The application includes
several types of sign exception requests, primarily driven by the desire to create signage
locations on the outboard non-HD zoned properties along Welch Road to allow for wayfinding
along Welch Road and facilitate vehicular turns exiting northbound Welch Road. The applicant
also seeks to provide wayfinding assistance starting before vehicles arrive at key destinations.
This application is timely, as the New Stanford Hospital facilities are anticipated to open in late
2019 with associated emergency services locations shifting in the Medical Center area.
Wayfinding will be of high importance to visitors. The application is limited to wayfinding
signage only and does not involve any changes to Medical Center area circulation and turning
movements, property lighting, gross floor area, bicycle and auto parking spaces or tree
removal.
Master Wayfinding Sign Program Application
Staff determined that a Master Sign Program option existed only because Stanford University
owns all properties proposed for use, including those locations serving as rights-of-way through
easements held by the City.
A Master Sign Program application type allows for a more cohesive review of signs relative to
their coordinated purpose, rather than having separate applications for each individual sign
requiring architectural review and/or sign exception(s). The creation of a Master Wayfinding
Sign Program also allows for signs beyond the HD zone to be included and coordinated with
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those signs already within the HD zone. If approved, all wayfinding signs would be allowed to
adjust sign copy in the future, if necessary, without the requirement for further architectural
review (although the actual sign locations and sign sizes themselves may not be adjusted under
Master Sign Program parameters).
A Master Sign Program application type also allows for a more contextual review of those signs
that require approval of sign exceptions. The types and number of exceptions requested are
discussed in detail under the analysis section of the staff report.
Most of the wall mounted, corner mounted, and freestanding wayfinding signs included in the
Master Wayfinding Sign Program do not require architectural review, nor review of sign
exceptions. These signs comply with previously identified location and size requirements
outlined in the HD zone regulations.
Some of the freestanding vehicular-oriented and pedestrian-oriented wayfinding signs require
review, including in regard to:
 proposed locations on non-HD zoning district properties or in the right-of-way,
 proximity to driveways or intersections, and/or
 overall sign size resulting from the height of letters needed for readability.
Sign Materials, Sides and Illumination
All freestanding vehicular-oriented and pedestrian-oriented signs are proposed as aluminum
cabinets with a satin finish. Wall mounted and corner mounted signs would utilize the same
materials. Applied vinyl letters and graphics would be reflective for night safety.
Most vehicular-oriented signs are single sided. All pedestrian-oriented signs are double-sided.
All signs are proposed as non-illuminated, except for two V.06 Emergency Directional Signs that
are both internally illuminated and ground illuminated.
Number of Signs
Overall, SUMC proposes 27 pedestrian-oriented signs and 30 vehicular-oriented signs
(Attachment C Page 2 and Attachment D Page 4), stating these are necessary for wayfinding in
the Medical Center area. Table 1 outlines the assessor’s parcel numbers and addresses
associated with the proposed sign locations. In order to explain their reasoning for this number
of signs and support their application for sign exceptions, SUMC provided the complete copy
messages for all signs in the project plans (Attachment D, beginning on Page 43). Proposed
locations are shown in the project plans (Attachment D, beginning on Page 10) and are outlined
in the sign matrix (Attachment C). Some signs are proposed for areas beyond Palo Alto city
limits on land in Santa Clara County, but may still be under review due to City jurisdiction of
easements in those locations (vehicular: #101, #135, #137). Other locations are shown for
reference only (vehicular: #155, #159).
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Table 1:
Parcel and Address List for SUMC Wayfinding Signs
APN
142-03-004
142-03-005
142-03-042

Jurisdiction
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto

Address
700 Welch Road
730 Welch Road
780/800 Welch Road

142-03-036
142-03-038
142-23-026
142-05-045
142-23-019
142-05-044
142-23-004
142-23-005
142-23-017

City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
Santa Clara County
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto

142-23-007
142-23-016
142-23-024/142-23010/142-23-012
142-05-045

City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto
City of Palo Alto

1000 Welch Road
1180 Welch Road
1190 Welch Road
1201 Welch Road
200 Pasteur Drive
240 Pasteur Drive
500 Pasteur Drive/1189 Welch Road
900 Blake Wilbur Drive
500 Pasteur Drive/300 Pasteur
Drive/875 Blake Wilbur Drive/870
Quarry Road Extension/900 Quarry
Road Extension
801 Welch Road
725 Welch Road
701 Welch Road

Santa Clara County

473 Quarry Road

Requested Entitlements, Findings and Purview:
The following discretionary applications are requested:
 Architectural Review – Major (AR); Master Sign Program and Sign Exceptions: The
process for evaluating creation of a Master Sign Program and review of sign exceptions
is set forth in PAMC Section 18.77.070, PAMC Section 18.76.020, PAMC Section
16.20.040, and PAMC Section 16.20.030. The application is reviewed by the ARB and
recommendations are forwarded to the Planning & Community Environment Director
for action within five business days of the Board’s recommendation. Action by the
Director is appealable to the City Council if filed within 14 days of the decision. AR
projects are evaluated against specific findings. All findings must be made in the
affirmative to approve the project. Failure to make any one finding requires project
redesign or denial.
ANALYSIS1
1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. The Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony
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Neighborhood Setting and Character
The Medical Center area has many destinations and is generally characterized by the presence
of large one- to three-story buildings, with some taller buildings, separated by parking lots and
landscaped areas. The area is accessed by automobile or employer-supported transit and
significant efforts are also made to have visitors and employees arrive through transit,
pedestrian and bicycle travel. A series of photos within the project plans helps to show portions
of the existing setting and character (Attachment D, beginning on Page 5). The design
considerations outlined in the project plans also help to illustrate how the existing setting
influenced signage placement, size, and color schemes (Attachment D, beginning on Page 26).
Existing minimal wayfinding signage was installed along Welch Road, Quarry Road and other
locations whereby the entitlement history is unclear and was possibly installed without permits.
Consequently, the application should not be considered as replacing existing wayfinding
signage. However, as previously noted, wayfinding signage was anticipated during the
entitlement process for the Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC) Development
Agreement, Conditional Use Permit, SUMC Design Guidelines, and the Hospital District (HD)
zoning district creation. Staff supports the general concept of placing freestanding wayfinding
signage on properties adjacent to the HD zoning district in order to assist with overall area
navigation and to help non-HD zoning district properties visually integrate into the Medical
Center.
Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines2
The Comprehensive Plan includes Goals, Policies, and Programs that guide the physical form of
the City. The Comprehensive Plan provides the basis for the City’s development regulations and
is used by City staff to regulate building and development and make recommendations on
projects. Further, ARB Finding #1 requires that the design be consistent and compatible with
applicable elements of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan.
Land Use Designations
The Comprehensive Plan land use designations for the properties are Major Institution/Special
Facility, Research/Office Park, Multi-Family Residential; Regional/Community Commercial;
Academic Campus. Wayfinding signage does not conflict with the use of the properties in a
manner consistent with the aforementioned land use designations.
Regarding Comprehensive Plan goals and policies, the project is consistent with Goal T-3, Policy
T-3.5, Policy T-3.10, Goal B-7, and Policy B-7.6 in the Comprehensive Plan and therefore, on
balance, helps to fulfill the goals of the Comprehensive Plan as well.

may reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report and may choose to make alternative findings. A
change to the findings may result in a final action that is different from the staff recommended action in this
report.
2

The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan is available online:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp
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Table 2:
Key Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies pertaining to Stanford University Medical Center
GOAL T-3 Maintain an efficient roadway network for all users.
Policy T-3.5 When constructing or modifying roadways, plan for use of the roadway by
all users.
Policy T-3.10 Participate in the design and implementation of comprehensive solutions
to traffic problems near Stanford Shopping Center and Stanford Medical Center.
GOAL B-7 Thriving business employment districts at Stanford Research Park, Stanford Medical
Center, East Bayshore/San Antonio Road Area and Bayshore Corridor that complement the
City’s business and neighborhood centers.
Policy B-7.6 Support the approved buildout of the SUMC and assist Stanford Medical
Center in responding to changes in the delivery of health care services. Work with the
Center to plan for changing facility needs within the context of City of Palo Alto planning
goals and policies, as well as the goals and policies of other relevant jurisdictions.
SUMC Design Guidelines
Providing wayfinding signage is generally consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines, adopted
by the Architectural Review Board in 2011, which indicate that signage will serve to provide
clarity, orientation and unification to aid in navigation of exterior spaces, and further state that
“Medical Center Facilities staff will work with City staff to ensure that adequate signage exists
in the public realm to facilitate access to these important public facilities.”
Zoning Compliance3
The wayfinding signs proposed in the Master Wayfinding Sign Program and requested for Sign
Exceptions either comply with applicable Palo Alto Municipal Code sections, or the applicant is
seeking sign exceptions to deviate from PAMC Chapter 16.20 Signs in a manner that is
consistent with the Zoning Ordinance. PAMC Section 16.20.040 allows the review of exceptions
from any of the regulations in PAMC Chapter 16.20 Signs.
Sign Exception Findings
Key to the exception review procedure is the imposition of such reasonable conditions or
restrictions as are deemed appropriate or necessary to protect the public health, safety,
general welfare, or convenience, and to secure the purposes of PAMC Chapter 16.20 Signs. An
exception(s) may be approved only if it is found that:
(1) There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the
property involved that do not apply generally to property in the same district;
(2) The granting of the application is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a
substantial property right of the applicant and to prevent unreasonable property loss or
unnecessary hardships;

3

The Palo Alto Zoning Code is available online: http://www.amlegal.com/codes/client/palo-alto_ca
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(3) The granting of the application will not be detrimental or injurious to property or
improvements in the vicinity and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, general
welfare or convenience.
Code Requirements
According to PAMC Section 16.20.030, a Master Sign Program means a program allowing the
occupants of a building or project including a number of buildings to combine the total lawful
sign coverage into one or more lawful signs in an integrated design concept.
According to PAMC Section 16.20.160, directional signs (on property other than in the HD
zoning district) are to be oriented toward pedestrian and vehicle circulation directly on a
property and shall be located on the property to which they pertain, shall not exceed an area of
six square feet nor a height of three feet and shall be located at least twenty feet within the
nearest property line, except that directional signs of not more than three square feet in area
may be located not less than ten feet within any front property line.
According to PAMC Section 16.20.100(a), signs on public property are prohibited.
According to PAMC Section 16.20.100(f)(6), signs should be provided for in the ordinance
approving a Planned Community (PC) development or otherwise in accordance with signs
regulations in residential districts.
According to PAMC Section 16.20.120(a), freestanding signs over five feet in height are limited
in to the requirements in that section regarding zoning district, placement location,
area/height, and number.
According to PAMC Section 18.36.080, signs within the HD district shall comply with Chapter
16.20, except as modified to allow directory and directional signs to be up to twelve feet in
height, thirty square feet in area, and located no less than two feet from the nearest public
right-of-way unless an alternative location is approved by the planning director.
According to PAMC Section 16.20.100(e), signs over three feet in height are prohibited at
intersections within a triangular area formed by the curb lines, and their projection and a line
connecting them at points thirty-five feet from the intersection of the projected curb lines,
unless the sign, in compliance with the provisions of this chapter, has a clearance of at least ten
feet above curb grade and no part of whose means of support has a single or combined
horizontal cross-section exceeding eight inches.
According to PAMC Section PAMC 18.54.050(b), the sight distance triangle and any public right
of way shall not contain any wall, sign, berm or other obstruction greater than three feet above
driveway grade unless its width is eighteen inches or less. In non-zero setback zones only, if a
stop sign is provided at the driveway exit, the director may decrease the required dimensions of
the sight distance triangles.
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Requested Sign Exceptions
The sign exception requests in this application include:
 to deviate from the definition of “Master sign program” and “directional signs” to allow
freestanding directional signs on a series of separate properties under single ownership
to create wayfinding within the larger Medical Center area (all signs in non-HD zoning
districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from utilizing or from taking away
from the total allowable sign coverage on the property for which the sign is located (all
signs in non-HD zoning districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from the requirement to identify
only destinations on the property on which the sign is located (all signs in non-HD zoning
districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from counting toward the overall
maximum number of freestanding signs on a property frontage (all signs in non-HD
zoning districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from the size and placement
location restrictions of not being more than three square feet in area within ten feet of
any front property line (all signs in non-HD zoning districts),
 to allow the freestanding signs on private property over five feet in height when they
otherwise would be required to be less than five feet in height (all signs in the MOR and
RM-40 zoning districts),
 to allow the freestanding signs up to twelve feet in height when otherwise new
directional signs are not addressed by the underlying PC ordinance or addressed by
residential zoning district requirements (all signs in PC-1997),
 to allow freestanding signs on private property in the HD zoning district to deviate from
the placement location requirements outlined in PAMC 18.36.080 (Location 129 and
Location 239),
 to allow the freestanding signs on private property within proximity to intersections and
driveways as described in PAMC 16.20.100(e) and PAMC 18.54.050(b) (Location 109,
Location 121, Location 122, Location 125, Location 127, Location 147, and Location 203),
 to allow specific freestanding signs in the right of way (as described in PAMC
16.20.100(a)) on Pasteur Drive (Location 129, Location 239, Location 253, and Location
255).
Findings for Approval
Overall, staff is generally supportive of the basic wayfinding sign designs, color, materiality, and
the overall Master Wayfinding Sign Program approach. Staff is generally supportive of the
outlined sign exceptions due to the presence of exceptional circumstances in the Medical
Center area as outlined in the draft findings (Attachment E). However, each freestanding sign
location and messaging should be reviewed on its own merits and staff questions if all signs are
warranted. Staff requests ARB feedback on the overall wayfinding sign designs, visibility and
copy readability, the merits of sign locations and the sign exception requests themselves, and
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the presence or absence of any exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions
applicable to the property that might warrant approval of sign exceptions.
To assist in this sign specific review, staff has outlined the following analysis items for
consideration by members of the public, the ARB, the applicant, and the Director of Planning
and Community Environment.
Visibility Clearance for Pedestrians, Bicyclists, and Oncoming Traffic
Best practices and requirements in the Municipal Code provide for visibility clearance for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and oncoming traffic in order to ensure safety in vehicle turning
movements. While sign exceptions to the Municipal Code are requested regarding proximity to
intersections and driveways as described in PAMC 16.20.100(e) and PAMC 18.54.050(b),
Transportation staff reviewed Location 109, Location 121, Location 122, Location 125, Location
127, Location 147, and Location 203 for visibility clearance and best practices. Transportation
found that exceptions could be supported for these locations only. Actual visibility conflicts
would not be created due to site specific considerations, such as presence of stop signs at
driveways/sign distance from driveways, existing turning movement direction restrictions at
driveway locations due to the Welch Road median and roadway striping, and due to one way
travel lanes.
Protected Trees
Urban Forestry reviewed the proposed sign locations and determined that foundations and
trenching can be conducted in a manner that protects existing street trees. Standard Urban
Forestry conditions of approval would be required. Permits would also show protected tree
locations, sign foundation designs and other details to reconfirm trees would be protected
during construction.
Public Utility Easements
Any encroachment by signs into a public utility easement covered by the Welch Road COOMA
agreement (Section 6a regarding No Interference) would require written consent from the City
Engineer or designee(s). At this time, Electrical Engineering and WGW Engineering are not
supportive of any signs in a public utility easement, so this consent might not be granted. The
applicant team is reviewing proposed locations to see if signs can be further adjusted to be out
of any easement. Only a few sign locations remain to adjust.
Clearance to Utility Lines
Some signs are potentially proposed within five feet of existing electrical, water, wastewater,
and gas lines. At this time, Electrical Engineering and WGW Engineering are not supportive of
any signs located within five feet of their lines. The applicant is currently exploring location
adjustments to provide the clearance, including in regard to Location 145, Location 147, and
Location 241.
Planning
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The applicant team significantly adjusted their proposed sign designs, locations, and other
factors in order to address early Transportation, Public Works, Urban Forestry, Electrical, WGW,
and Planning comments. Planning staff concurs with the remaining issues outlined above and
has encouraged the applicant to find modified placement locations to resolve these issues.
Planning staff supports the overall Master Wayfinding Sign Program approach, the granting of
sign exceptions to implement the wayfinding program, and the draft conditions of approval
outlined in Attachment F. Specific conditions of approval include a requirement for the signs to
employ a matte or otherwise a non-glare finish. Given the potential for visual clutter with more
freestanding signs, Planning staff does not support having more freestanding signs along Welch
Road than those that are proposed at this time. Staff appreciates that SUMC limited the
number proposed, rather than proposing new signs on each property along Welch Road. A new
location or a location adjustment might be found as warranted with the opening of Durand
Way in the future, but a request for such would need to come at that time.
Consistency with Application Findings
An analysis of project consistency with Architectural Review findings and Sign Exception
findings is provided in detail in Attachment E. Consistency can be found with incorporation of
the recommended draft conditions of approval in Attachment F.
Environmental Review
This application is exempt from environmental review under provisions of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per CEQA Section 15301 (Existing Facilities), Section 15303
(New Construction or Conversion of Small Structures), and Section 15304 (Minor Alterations to
Land).
Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject properties at
least ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Daily
Post on March 8, 2019, which is 13 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing occurred
on March 11, 2019, which is 10 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
As of the writing of this report, no project-related, public comments were received.
Alternative Actions
In addition to the recommended action, the Architectural Review Board may:
1. Approve the project with modified findings or conditions;
2. Continue the project to a date (un)certain; or
3. Recommend project denial based on revised findings.
Report Author & Contact Information
4

ARB4 Liaison & Contact Information

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Rebecca Atkinson, Planner
(650) 329-2596
Rebecca.Atkinson @cityofpaloalto.org
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Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
Jodie.Gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
 Attachment A SUMC Wayfinding Signs Location Map
(PDF)
 Attachment B SUMC Wayfinding Signs Project Description (March 12, 2019)
(PDF)
 Attachment C SUMC Wayfinding Signs Project Description Sign Matrix (March 12, 2019)
(PDF)
 Attachment D SUMC Wayfinding Signs Project Plans (March 12, 2019)
(DOCX)
 Attachment E Draft Findings for Approval (DOC)
 Attachment F Draft Conditions of Approval (DOCX)
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0DUFK, 201
Rebecca Atkinson
Department of Planning & Community Environment
City of Palo Alto
250 Hamilton Avenue, 5th Floor
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Re:

REVISED Major Architectural Review Application for Stanford Medicine Exterior
Wayfinding Signage
Property Locations (Zoning Districts; APNs): 700 Welch (PC-1992; 142-03-004); 730 Welch
(MOR; 142-03-005); 800 Welch (MOR; 142-03-008); 1000 Welch (MOR; 142-03-036); 1100
Welch (RM-40; 142-03-038) and Pasteur Drive right-of-way (HD)

Dear Rebecca,
Stanford Medicine has prepared the enclosed materials in support of its application for Major Architectural
Review for a comprehensive exterior wayfinding system for its medical campus.

Background
Stanford Medicine
Stanford Medicine—comprised of Stanford Health Care, Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, and the
Stanford University School of Medicine—is recognized as a global leader in medical care and research,
having pioneered advancements in transplantation medicine, cancer care, prenatal diagnosis and
treatment, and diabetes and cholesterol treatments. The hospitals provide the only Level l Trauma
Center between San Francisco and San Jose. The Trauma Center and the Emergency Department
ensure critical community emergency preparedness and response resources for the community in the
event of an earthquake, pandemic, or other major disaster.
Stanford Medicine Renewal and Replacement Project Scope
The Stanford Medicine Renewal and Replacement Project (“Renewal Project”), approved by the City of
Palo Alto in 2011, is enabling Stanford Health Care and Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital to optimize the
delivery of healthcare services to patients, and maintain their position as leading providers of world-class
healthcare. The project approvals allow for the construction of approximately 1.3 million net new square
footage of hospital facilities, clinics, medical offices, and medical research spaces, of which approximately
400,000 net new square feet has been constructed to date, with completion of the Lucile Packard
Children’s Hospital Expansion and the Hoover Neuroscience Health Center. Additional new and
replacement square footage is currently under construction, with the new Stanford Hospital and School of
Medicine’s Biomedical Innovations building underway. The Renewal Project has significantly altered the
medical center landscape, and a need has been identified for a clear, rational wayfinding system to better
serve the patient and visitor populations.
More specifically, on the main Stanford Medicine campus, the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital
Expansion recently opened to patient care, in response to growing community needs for specialized
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pediatric and obstetric care. The new Main building, located adjacent to the existing (West) Packard
Children’s Hospital, has added 149 patient beds for a total of 361 within the LPCH complex, enabling the
Hospital to serve a growing patient population. The two buildings, while connected, retain separate
entrances, and house separate services; most notably, Labor & Delivery is located within the West
building, and primary access is from the West entrance.
Meanwhile, farther south on the Stanford Medicine campus, the new Stanford Hospital is under
construction, and is anticipated to patient care in late 2019. Growth in patient volumes and rapidly
changing medical technology have rendered much of the existing midcentury hospital infrastructure
inadequate, while new seismic safety requirements have accelerated the need to construct replacement
facilities. The opening of the new Stanford Hospital will increase capacity to 600 beds, and will also
address a rapidly advancing medical landscape. Facilities will feature new patient rooms, surgical,
diagnostic, and treatment rooms, and an enlarged Level-1 trauma center and Emergency Department.
Emergency services will be relocated from their current site on Quarry Road Extension to the new facility,
and will be accessed from Welch Road. The existing Hospital, located at 300 Pasteur Drive, will continue
to provide both inpatient and outpatient services, in addition to the services provided at the new Hospital,
located at 500 Pasteur Drive.
Renewal Project Wayfinding Implications
The significant changes to the Medical Center landscape that have recently completed and are currently
underway have made navigation for patients and visitors decidedly more challenging. With two primary
entrances to LPCH (Main and West), and separate parking structures for each; and two separate
buildings for Stanford Hospital (300 and 500 Pasteur Drive), each with multiple entrances; an
underground patient and visitor parking structure serving multiple SHC inpatient and outpatient locations;
a new location for the Emergency Department, accessed from Welch Road rather than the main Hospital
entrance on Pasteur Drive; the need for an enhanced exterior wayfinding program is clear.
In order to ensure that the Medical Center remains navigable to the general public, many of whom are
anxious and have never visited the medical campus before, it is essential that a legible, clear, rational,
and consistent wayfinding signage program be implemented, with the goal of providing straightforward
and simple directions to help patients and visitors reach the various destinations within the medical
campus.
Given the large number of destinations within the Medical Center, and signage legibility requirements
(cap height), particularly at the vehicular level, signage size requirements in the vicinity of the Medical
Center are greater than that of a “typical” setting. Further, in order to optimize visibility for the patient
population, such signs must be located as close as possible to primary circulation routes, and thus
location requirements are different from that of other types of settings.
The Hospital District rezoning in 2011 anticipated the unique directional signage needs in the vicinity of
the Hospitals, and at a policy level this was accounted for by allowing directory and directional signs
within the Hospital District to be up to twelve feet in height, and thirty square feet in area, and located no
less than two feet from the nearest public right-of-way unless an alternative location is approved by the
planning director. (PAMC 18.36.080) This represents a significantly more generous allowance in terms of
height, area, and location, than for other zoning districts in the City.
As shown in the enclosed plan set, the majority of proposed Stanford Medicine wayfinding signage is
consistent with the Hospital District allowances noted above for directional and directory signage, and
accordingly is exempt from Architectural Review. (PAMC 18.36.100) However, the proposed signage at
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the periphery of the campus, which has been designed to be consistent with the balance of signage within
the HD zoning district, requires Architectural Review as well as exceptions to the Sign Code (PAMC
16.20), by virtue of its location just outside the HD zone. In addition, certain proposed directional signs
within the HD district itself require exceptions based on their proposed locations within the Pasteur Drive
right-of-way easement; these locations have been identified to maximize visibility for pedestrians and
vehicles.

Sign Exceptions Requested
The enclosed application includes sign exception requests for a total of sixteen (16) signs. The nature of
the exception requests is summarized below, and detailed in the application materials:
•
•
•

Overall exception to request a Master Sign Program for wayfinding spanning multiple properties,
rather than for a single property only;
Within the HD Zoning District: 2 location exceptions are requested to allow signage within the
right-of-way easement on North Pasteur Drive; and 3 visibility triangle exceptions.
Outside of the HD Zoning District:
o 9 location exceptions to allow signage to be placed within 20’ of the property line;
o 2 location exceptions to allow signage within the right-of-way easement on South Pasteur
Drive;
o 9 size exceptions to allow signage size to exceed standards established in Chapter 16.20
of the Palo Alto Municipal Code;
o 3 visibility triangle exceptions.

Per PAMC 16.20.040, an application for exception to any of the Chapter 16 regulations may be made in
conjunction with an application for architectural review approval, if it is found that:
(1) There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the property
involved that do not apply generally to property in the same district;
(2) The granting of the application is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a
substantial property right of the applicant and to prevent unreasonable property loss or
unnecessary hardships;
(3) The granting of the application will not be detrimental or injurious to property or
improvements in the vicinity and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, general
welfare or convenience.
The proposed Stanford Medicine exterior wayfinding signage meets these standards, as demonstrated
below.
There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the property
involved that do not apply generally to property in the same district. The properties included in this
application are located in four zoning districts—PC (1992), RM-40, MOR, and HD. The PC (Planned
Community) and RM-40 (High-Density Multiple Family Residence) districts are found throughout the City
of Palo Alto, but the properties that are the subject of this application are unique in that they abut the 56acre main Stanford Medicine campus, which provides critical inpatient and outpatient health care services
to the community, and as articulated in the previous section, consequently has special signage
requirements. As also noted previously, when the HD (Hospital District) zoning district was created in
2011, special provisions acknowledged the unique signage needs of the Medical Center; however, these
provisions did not account for the fact that such unique needs actually extend to the periphery of the
Medical Center.
The MOR (Medical Office and Medical Research) district properties in question are exceptional in that
they are located at key wayfinding junctures and decision points with respect to the Stanford Medicine
campus; specifically pedestrian signs are proposed at key Welch Road pedestrian crossings to entry
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points of the Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital (at 730 Welch Road), and to the Blake Wilbur Outpatient
Clinic and Advanced Medicine Center (at 800 Welch Road). Similarly, vehicular directional signs are
proposed on these same two properties, so that patients and visitors are appropriately directed to Labor &
Delivery at LPCH, and to Blake Wilbur Drive for outpatient services.
Finally, the HD district locations for which exceptions have been requested have unique conditions in that
they lack sufficient clear property frontage to allow signage to be placed at least 2’ from the nearest public
right-of-way.
The granting of the application is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial
property right of the applicant and to prevent unreasonable property loss or unnecessary
hardships. In order for the three entities comprising Stanford Medicine (Stanford Health Care, Lucile
Packard Children’s Hospital, and the Stanford University School of Medicine) to preserve their ability to
provide breakthrough research and world-class patient care to the public, it is critical that the public be
able to successfully navigate the more densely built medical campus. If Stanford Medicine were to
adhere to the applicable signage regulations outside the HD zoning district, the result would be a lack of
signage at the primary gateways to the Medical Center. This in turn would result in unnecessary hardship
for the public, which would not be able to successfully navigate the campus to reach their destinations.
The granting of the application will not be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in
the vicinity and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, general welfare or convenience.
The granting of the requested signage exceptions will not be detrimental or injurious to property or
improvements in the vicinity, and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, general welfare or
convenience. To the contrary, the proposed signage program will improve the aesthetic in the vicinity of
the Medical Center by replacing myriad temporary directional signs with a uniform, clean, consistent
approach to wayfinding; and will improve vehicular and pedestrian circulation in the vicinity of the medical
center by providing directional clarity to patients and visitors.

Architectural Review Findings
The proposed design meets the applicable findings for architectural review approval set forth in PAMC
18.76.020(d), as outlined below:
The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, Zoning
Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility requirements), and any relevant design
guides. As outlined in the preceding section, the design is consistent with the Hospital District Zoning
ordinance, and sign exceptions are requested only to allow the HD zoning standards to apply to the
abutting properties outside the HD zoning district, or where site-specific circumstances require a minor
deviation from the established HD standard. The design is also consistent with the Planning Principles,
Goals, and Objectives established in the 2011 SUMC Area Plan Update, which included objectives of
establishing and reinforcing a distinct identity for the Medical Center, conveying a sense of unity, and
conveying a welcoming atmosphere. The design is also consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines,
adopted by the Architectural Review Board in 2011, which indicate that signage will serve to provide
clarity, orientation and unification to aid in navigation of exterior spaces, and further state that “Medical
Center Facilities staff will work with City staff to ensure that adequate signage exists in the public realm to
facilitate access to these important public facilities.”
The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
(A) Creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors, and
the general community. The proposed signage establishes one cohesive identity for the
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Medical Center, and allows for easier navigation and a more desirable environment for patients,
visitors, and the general community.
(B) Preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively to
the site. The proposed signage program takes into account existing natural features such as
heritage trees, and signage locations are proposed so as not to disrupt or visually compete with
these natural features.
(C) Is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district. The
proposed signage is consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines, which were adopted by the
Architectural Review Board in 2011.
(D) Provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses and
land use designations. The design of the proposed signage draws upon the existing
monumental and directional signage within the Medical Center, and as shown in the “Context
Photos” section of the application materials, is complementary in scale, mass, and character to its
surroundings.
The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and appropriate
construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details that are compatible
with and enhance the surrounding area. The proposed signage design is of high aesthetic quality, and
knits together several distinct existing signage types found throughout the Medical Campus, incorporating
textures, colors, and details that are compatible with and enhance the surrounding area. The materials
proposed are of high quality, as described further in the “Colors and Materials” section of the application,
and the construction techniques shown in the “Sample Construction Details” section are appropriate to
these signage types.
The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle traffic. The design
facilitates the movement of pedestrians and bicyclists by providing clear direction along primary
pedestrian and bicycle pathways / routes.

Conclusion
In support of our application, we have enclosed the following materials:
1. Signed Development Review Application form;
2. Plan sheets showing proposed sign locations, proposed signage design, explanation of design
considerations, and individual sign exception requests;
3. Matrix of complete signage program, summarizing sign types, locations, and exceptions
requested;
4. Materials board showing proposed signage colors;
5. Check in the amount of $13,494 to cover application fees.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if any additional information is required.
Sincerely,

Molly Promes Swenson
Sr. Project Manager
Planning Design + Construction
Stanford Medicine
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SIGN

LOCATION

EXCEPTIONS REQUESTED

ADDITIONAL CITY CRITERIA

Exception
Requested

HD
Size Exception

HD Location
Exception

Non-HD Size
Exception

Non-HD
Location
Exception

Private Property - Center for
Academic Medicine

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land. Not in CoPA jurisdiction.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Private Property - 700 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Welch Road near LPCH Expansion

Yes

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Outboard
Welch

700 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 700 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

109

Outboard
Welch

730 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 730 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line. Proposed
location is the best option given site conditions, but it
encroaches on the site visibility triangle.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

HD

111

Inboard
Welch

725 Welch (West Building) Private
Property

Yes

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

V.01

MOR

113

Outboard
Welch

800 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 800 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

V.03

HD

117

Sign Class

Sign Description

Single or
Double-sided

Sign
Type

Zoning
District

Sign
Location

Location
Sort

Location Description

Private
Property

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

Santa Clara
County

101

Quarry

Center for Academic Medicine Private
Property

Yes

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

PC-1992

103

Quarry

700 Welch Private Property facing
Quarry Road

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

HD

105

Inboard
Welch

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

PC-1992

107

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

MOR

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

Blake Wilbur Blake Wilbur Drive Outbound

ROW easement or
Private Property

Encroachment
Permit
Requested

Visibility
Triangle
Exception

Exception Reason

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

900 Blake Wilbur Private Property
facing Welch Road

Yes

Private Property - 900 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

HD

119

Inboard
Welch

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

MOR

121

Outboard
Welch

1000 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 1000 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line. Proposed
location is 24" from sidewalk to provide driver
visibility.

Vehicular

Specialty Directional

Single-sided

V.09

HD

122

Hospital

Welch Road Ambulance Drive

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

HD

123

Hospital

Pasteur Staff Garage Exit Drive

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

1100-1180 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 1100-1180 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line. Proposed
location is 24" from sidewalk to provide driver
visibility, but it encroaches on the site visibility
triangle.

Welch Road ED Drive

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Hospital

Exiting North pasteur

No

ROW easement

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Located in Easement.

North
Pasteur

1100-1180 Welch Private Property
facing North Pasteur

Yes

Private Property - 1100-1180 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Location is less than 20' from property line.

Pasteur "dog leg"

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Single-sided

V.01

RM40

125

Outboard
Welch

Vehicular Emergency Directional Double-sided

V.06

HD

127

Inboard
Welch

Vehicular

V.02

HD

129

Vehicular

Directional

Directional

Single-sided

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

RM40

131

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

HD

133

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

HD
Santa Clara
County
Santa Clara
County

134
135
137

Outboard
Welch
Inboard
Welch
South
Pasteur
Inboard
Welch

Pasteur Visitor Garage Private
Property facing Welch Road

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

South Pasteur entering the Campus

Yes

Private Property - University

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land. Not in CoPA jurisdiction.

Yes

Private Property - Lucas Center

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land. Not in CoPA jurisdiction.

Welch Road heading north into the
Stanford Medicine Campus
South Pasteur before the split for 300
and 500

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

HD

141

Hospital

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

HD

143

Hospital

Across from entrance to 500 Pasteur

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

HD

145

Hospital

North Pasteur before 500 Pasteur
entry

Vehicular

Directional

Double-sided

V.02

HD

147

Hospital

Exit drive from 500 Pasteur

Illumination

Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Ground and
Internally
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated

18" min setback Is sign 5' clear
of City utilities?
from curb?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Reason
Located in County land. 24" setback from PROW not
applicable.

Located within private property.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Located within private property.

Yes

Yes

Located within private property.

Yes

n/a

Yes

n/a

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

n/a

Located in County land. 24" setback from PROW not
applicable.
Located in County land. 24" setback from PROW not
applicable.

Located within private property. To be coordinated by
NSH team.
Located within private property. To be coordinated by
NSH team.

Vehicular

Directional

Double-sided

V.01

HD

153

Quarry - Quarry Road Extension Pediatric ED
Pediatric ED entrance

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.01

Santa Clara
County

155

Quarry - Quarry Road northbound before
Pediatric ED Quarry Road Extension

Yes

Private Property - University

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land. Not in CoPA jurisdiction.

Not
Illuminated

n/a

n/a

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

HD

157

Quarry Ext - Quarry Road Extension inbound off of
Pediatric ED Quarry Road

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Vehicular

Directional

Single-sided

V.02

Santa Clara
County

159

Quarry Ext - Quarry Road Extension outbound just
Pediatric ED before Quarry Road

Yes

Private Property - University

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land. Not in CoPA jurisdiction.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Vehicular Emergency Directional Double-sided

V.06

HD

161

Quarry Ext Pediatric ED parking lot entry
Pediatric ED

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Ground and
Internally
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Vehicular

Specialty Directional

Double-sided

V.09

HD

163

Quarry Ext Pediatric ED parking lot exit
Pediatric ED

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

HD

201

Inboard
Welch

Pedestrian path into LPCH Main

Yes

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

MOR

203

Outboard
Welch

730 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 730 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Sign is located within 20’ of property line to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map, but it
encroaches on the site visibility triangle.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Located in County land.

Located in County land.
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SIGN

LOCATION

Sign Class

Sign Description

Single or
Double-sided

Sign
Type

Zoning
District

Sign
Location

Location
Sort

Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

HD

205

Inboard
Welch

Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

MOR

207

Outboard
Welch

Double-sided

P.01

HD

209

Inboard
Welch

Double-sided

P.01

HD

211

Pedestrian
Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional

Pedestrian

Wall-Mounted
Directional

Single-sided

P.02

HD

Pedestrian

Corner-Mounted
Directional

Single-sided

P.03

HD

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional
Corner-Mounted
Directional
Wall-Mounted
Directional
Corner-Mounted
Directional
Corner-Mounted
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Corner-Mounted
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

HD

Location Description

EXCEPTIONS REQUESTED
Private
Property

ROW easement or
Private Property

Exception
Requested

HD
Size Exception

HD Location
Exception

Non-HD Size
Exception

Non-HD
Location
Exception

ADDITIONAL CITY CRITERIA

Encroachment
Permit
Requested

Visibility
Triangle
Exception

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Sign is located more than 2' from property line.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

800 Welch Private Property

Yes

Private Property - 800 Welch

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Size exceeds allowance for directional in non-HD zone.
Sign is located within 20’ of property line to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

213

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

215

Column mounted at west end of
Blake Wilbur crosswalk under covered drive at 875
Blake Wilbur

Yes

Private Property - 900 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Blake Wilbur Main entrance to 900 Blake Wilbur

P.03

HD

219

Blake Wilbur

Single-sided

P.02

HD

221

Blake Wilbur

Single-sided

P.03

HD

223

Single-sided

P.03

HD

225

Double-sided

P.01

HD

227

Single-sided

P.03

HD

229

Double-sided

P.01

HD

231

Double-sided

P.01

HD

Corner of 875 Blake Wilbur at
crosswalk
Between 875 Blake Wilbur main
entrances
Utility structure between 900 Blake
Wilbur and LPCH West
Column mounted on LPCH West
north of ADA ramp

Yes

Yes

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Yes

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Private Property - 900 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 725 Welch

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Yes

Private Property - 875 Blake Wilbur

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.
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Promenade Middle of Promenade

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Southern end of Promenade, north
Promenade eastern corner of 500 Pasteur entry
plaza

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Yes

No

Located within private property. To be coordinated by
NSH team.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

P.01

HD

237

Pedestrian

Freestanding
Directional

Double-sided

P.01

HD

239

Hospital

North Pasteur at ED

No

ROW easement

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Sign is located in right-of-way easement (sidewalk
planting strip) to allow pedestrian visibility of
wayfinding map.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

241

Hospital

North Pasteur at south western
corner of 500 Pasteur entry plaza

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

243

Hospital

North of 300 Pasteur fountain

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

245

Hospital

North of 300 Pasteur entrance

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

247

Hospital

South of 300 Pasteur entrance

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

249

Hospital

Northwest corner of Edwards

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.

Double-sided

P.01

HD

251

Hospital

Pasteur Garage A entrance

Yes

Private Property - Hospital

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian
Pedestrian

Double-sided

P.01

HD

253

Hospital

Northeast corner of Lucas Center

No

ROW easement

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Double-sided

P.01

HD

255

Hospital

Northeast corner of Lucas Center

No

ROW easement

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Total Signs
Total Vehicular Signs
Total Pedestrian Signs

57
30
27

Total Exceptions
HD Size Exceptions
HD Location Exception
Non-HD Size Exception
Non-HD Location Exception
Encroachment Permit Requested

16
0
2
9
9
4

Visibility Triangle Exception

6

Total Vehicular Exceptions

11

Total Pedestrian Exceptions
Total Private Property

5
53

Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Yes

Double-sided

Pedestrian

Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated

Reason

North
Promenade
North
Promenade
North
Bottom of LPCH West ADA ramp
Promenade
Corner of 875 Blake Wilbur at Wang
Promenade
Plaza
Southeastern corner of 875 Blake
Promenade
Wilbur

Freestanding
Directional

Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional
Freestanding
Directional

Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated

Pedestrian

Pedestrian

18" min setback Is sign 5' clear
of City utilities?
from curb?

Yes

Pasteur Garage B bus stop on Welch
Road
Entry to pedestrian path toward LPCH
Blake Wilbur
off of Blake Wilbur Drive

Single-sided

Illumination

Welch Road entrance to pedestrian
path to LPCH West and Promenade

Column mounted at entrance to
Blake Wilbur
covered drive of 875 Blake Wilbur

217

Exception Reason

Total by Sign Type
V.01
Vehicular Directional, Large
V.02
Vehicular Directional, Medium
V.03
Vehicular Directional, Small
V.06
Emergency Directional
V.09
Specialty Directional

17
8
1
2
2

P.01

Pedestrian Directional, Freestanding

20

P.02

Pedestrian Directional, Wall-mounted

2

P.03

Pedestrian Directional, Cornermounted

5

Signs meets all requirements for HD zone.
Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.
Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.

Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated
Not
Illuminated

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.
Sign is located within 2' of PROW sidewalk to allow
pedestrian visibility of wayfinding map.
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Attachment D

Project Plans
Hardcopies of the project plans are provided to ARB Members.
These plans are available to the public online and by visiting the
Planning and Community Environmental Department on the
5th floor of City Hall at 250 Hamilton Avenue.

Project Plans
can be viewed online at the City’s project webpage:
https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/news/displaynews.htm?NewsID=4379&TargetID=319
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ATTACHMENT E
DRAFT FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
Multiple Addresses; 700 Welch Road / File No. 17PLN-00331

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD STANDARDS FOR REVIEW
The design of the proposed improvements, as conditioned, complies with the Findings for Architectural Review
as required in Chapter 18.76.020 of the PAMC.
1.

The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan, Zoning
Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility requirements), and any relevant design guides
in that the wayfinding sign design is consistent with the Hospital District Zoning ordinance; sign
exceptions are requested only to allow the HD zoning standards to apply to the abutting properties
outside the HD zoning district or where site-specific circumstances require a minor deviation from the
established HD standard. The design is also consistent with the Planning Principles, Goals, and
Objectives established in the 2011 SUMC Area Plan Update, which included objectives of establishing
and reinforcing a distinct identity for the Medical Center, conveying a sense of unity, and conveying a
welcoming atmosphere. The design is also consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines, adopted by the
Architectural Review Board in 2011, which indicate that signage will serve to provide clarity, orientation
and unification to aid in navigation of exterior spaces, and further state that “Medical Center Facilities
staff will work with City staff to ensure that adequate signage exists in the public realm to facilitate
access to these important public facilities.”

2.

The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
(A)
Creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors, and the
general community. The proposed signage establishes one cohesive identity for the Medical
Center, and allows for easier navigation and a more desirable environment for patients,
visitors, and the general community.
(B)
Preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively to the
site. The proposed signage program takes into account existing natural features such as
heritage trees, and signage locations are proposed so as not to disrupt or visually compete with
these natural features.
(C)
Is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district. The
proposed signage is consistent with the SUMC Design Guidelines, which were adopted by the
Architectural Review Board in 2011.
(D)
Provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses and land
use designations. The design of the proposed signage draws upon the existing monumental
and directional signage within the Medical Center, and as shown in the “Context Photos”
section of the application materials, is complementary in scale, mass, and character to its
surroundings.
(E)
Enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas. A few residential buildings are within the Medical Center area and the
wayfinding signage program is anticipated to enhance living conditions in nearby areas by
reducing congestion and promoting public safety through greater assistance with visitor
navigation.

3.

The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and appropriate
construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details that are compatible
with and enhance the surrounding area in that the wayfinding signage program design is of high
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aesthetic quality, and knits together several distinct existing signage types found throughout the
Medical Campus, incorporating textures, colors, and details that are compatible with and enhance the
surrounding area. The materials proposed are of high quality, as described further in the “Colors and
Materials” section of the application, and the construction techniques shown in the “Sample
Construction Details” section are appropriate to these signage types.
4.

The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle traffic and providing
for elements that support the building's necessary operations (e.g. convenient vehicle access to
property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of open space and integrated signage, if
applicable, etc.) in that the wayfinding signage program design facilitates the movement of pedestrians
and bicyclists by providing clear direction along primary pedestrian and bicycle pathways / routes.

5.

The landscape design complements and enhances the building design and its surroundings, is
appropriate to the site's functions, and utilizes to the extent practical, regional indigenous drought
resistant plant material capable of providing desirable habitat that can be appropriately maintained.
This finding is not applicable to the application, as the wayfinding signs do not involve installation of
new landscaping. As conditioned, existing landscaping would be restored if damaged during
construction.

6.

The project incorporates design principles that achieve sustainability in areas related to energy
efficiency, water conservation, building materials, landscaping, and site planning in that the majority
of the wayfinding signs are non-illuminated and all are of durable materials. Sign copy can also be
replaced without requiring a new sign to be installed.

SIGN EXCEPTION FINDINGS
The design of the proposed improvements, as conditioned, complies with the Findings for Sign Exceptions found in
the PAMC Section 16.20.040:
(1)

There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable to the property involved
that do not apply generally to property in the same district in that the project site is a uniquely large 56acre Medical Center area which provides critical inpatient and outpatient health care services to the
community and consequently, has special signage requirements. Stanford University Medical Center
(SUMC) is comprised of Stanford University-owned properties and includes three major entities (Stanford
Health Care, Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, and the Stanford University School of Medicine), many
smaller affiliates, many bicycle and auto parking spaces distributed throughout the properties, and many
vehicular and other entrances to properties accessed off major surrounding thoroughfares: Welch Road,
Sand Hill Road, Quarry Road, and El Camino Real. Surrounding land uses, including the proximity to
Downtown Palo Alto and the Caltrain station, Stanford University, and Stanford Shopping Center create a
significant density of pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers that navigate in the vicinity of the Medical Center.
The concentration of facilities results in the need for visual queues from thoroughfares regarding locations
of vehicular and pedestrian entrances to ease wayfinding onto the Medical Center properties. The
properties included in this application are located in four zoning districts—PC (1992), RM-40, MOR, and HD.
When the HD (Hospital District) zoning district was created in 2011, special provisions acknowledged the
unique signage needs of the Medical Center; however, these provisions did not account for the fact that
such unique needs actually extend to the periphery of the Medical Center. The MOR (Medical Office and
Medical Research) district properties in question are exceptional in that they are located at key wayfinding
junctures and decision points with respect to access to Medical Center facilities; specifically pedestrian
signs are proposed at key Welch Road pedestrian crossings to entry points of the Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital (at 730 Welch Road), and to the Blake Wilbur Outpatient Clinic and Advanced Medicine Center (at
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800 Welch Road). Similarly, vehicular directional signs are proposed on these same two properties, so that
patients and visitors are appropriately directed to Labor & Delivery at LPCH, and to Blake Wilbur Drive for
outpatient services. The HD district locations for which exceptions have been requested have unique
conditions in that they lack sufficient clear property frontage to allow signage to be placed at least 2’ from
the nearest public right-of-way.
(2)

The granting of the application is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right of the applicant and to prevent unreasonable property loss or unnecessary hardships in that signage
is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property right to utilize the properties as a
Medical Center. The height and legibility of signage is important for assisting vehicles, cyclists, and
pedestrians with navigation to their desired destination. In order for the three entities comprising Stanford
Medicine (Stanford Health Care, Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, and the Stanford University School of
Medicine) to preserve their ability to provide breakthrough research and world-class patient care to the
public, it is critical that the public be able to successfully navigate the more densely built medical campus. If
Stanford Medicine were to adhere to the applicable signage regulations outside the HD zoning district, the
result would be a lack of signage at the primary gateways to the Medical Center. This in turn would result in
unnecessary navigation hardship for the public.

(3)

The granting of the application will not be detrimental or injurious to property or improvements in the
vicinity and will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, general welfare or convenience in that
the proposed signage program will improve the aesthetic in the vicinity of the Medical Center by replacing
myriad temporary directional signs with a uniform, clean, consistent approach to wayfinding. The
wayfinding signage will improve vehicular and pedestrian circulation in the vicinity of the medical center by
providing directional clarity to patients and visitors. The signage is designed to assist vehicular, cyclist, and
pedestrian navigation onto the properties from adjacent thoroughfares in a manner that promotes ease of
reading and resultant navigation decision-making. Signage sizing can promote public safety by reducing the
number of vehicles and cyclists slowing down to read illegible signs or recirculating around the properties
due to missing the desired ingress location. The signs are sized in response to utilizing industry standard
cap heights of 2¾-inches that would allow for legibility of up to 68-feet. As conditioned, the majority of the
wayfinding signage will be located on private property and not in the public right of way, will not cause
visibility obstructions, and will maintain existing protected trees during signage installation.
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ATTACHMENT F
DRAFT CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Multiple Addresses; 700 Welch Road / File No. 18PLN-00331
PLANNING
1.

COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVED PLANS. The SUMC Master Wayfinding Sign Program shall be
implemented as shown on the approved plans and associated application materials on file with the City
of Palo Alto Planning Division dated March 12, 2019 and received on March 12, 2019, except as modified
by these conditions of approval. The program does not involve adjustments to land uses, lot coverage,
gross floor area, or parking requirements.

2.

SCOPE OF SIGN EXCEPTIONS. Findings for approval of sign exceptions are not to be construed to future
applications; the approved sign exceptions are for the signs evaluated in the approved plans only.
Approval of a sign exception allows for the submittal of exception related building permit and/or
encroachment permit applications, but does not guarantee approval of those permits based upon site
specific circumstances, such as the location of easements and the location of underground utilities. The
sign exception requests in this application are limited to as follows:
 to deviate from the definition of “Master sign program” and “directional signs” to allow
freestanding directional signs on a series of separate properties under single ownership to
create wayfinding within the larger Medical Center area (all signs in non-HD zoning districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from utilizing or from taking away from
the total allowable sign coverage on the property for which the sign is located (all signs in nonHD zoning districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from the requirement to identify only
destinations on the property on which the sign is located (all signs in non-HD zoning districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from counting toward the overall
maximum number of freestanding signs on a property frontage (all signs in non-HD zoning
districts),
 to exclude the freestanding signs on private property from the size and placement location
restrictions of not being more than three square feet in area within ten feet of any front
property line (all signs in non-HD zoning districts),
 to allow the freestanding signs on private property over five feet in height when they
otherwise would be required to be less than five feet in height (all signs in the MOR and RM-40
zoning districts),
 to allow the freestanding signs up to twelve feet in height when otherwise new directional
signs are not addressed by the underlying PC ordinance or addressed by residential zoning
district requirements (all signs in PC-1997),
 to allow freestanding signs on private property in the HD zoning district to deviate from the
placement location requirements outlined in PAMC 18.36.080 (Location 129 and Location
239),
 to allow the freestanding signs on private property within proximity to intersections and
driveways as described in PAMC 16.20.100(e) and PAMC 18.54.050(b) (Location 109, Location
121, Location 122, Location 125, Location 127, Location 147, and Location 203),
 to allow specific freestanding signs in the right of way (as described in PAMC 16.20.100(a)) on
Pasteur Drive (Location 129, Location 239, Location 253, and Location 255).
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3.

PERMIT PLAN SET. A copy of this approval with conditions shall be printed on the second page of plans
submitted for permits. Permits shall be submitted by parcel/address or as directed by the Building
Department and Public Works Department. The permit plans shall include the City’s T-1 sheets and T-2
sheets, if applicable, to ensure tree protection for onsite trees and trees in the right of way relative to
installation, including any trenching. The permit plans shall show the accessible paths of travel. The
permit plans shall show that the signs employ a matte or otherwise a non-glare finish.

4.

LIGHTING. With the exception of the illumination for the two V.06 signs, lighting is not included in this
approval.

5.

PAVING. Paving is not included in this approval.

6.

EXISTING WAYFINDING SIGNAGE. All existing wayfinding signage in the project vicinity shall be removed.

7.

EXISTING LANDSCAPING. Existing landscaping shall be restored if damaged during construction.

8.

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE. All landscape material shall be well maintained and replaced if necessary,
to the satisfaction of the Urban Forester and Director of Planning.

9.

PROJECT MODIFICATIONS: All modifications to the approved program shall be submitted for review and
approval prior to construction. If during the permit review and construction phase, the project is
modified by the applicant, it is the responsibility of the applicant to contact the Planning Division/project
planner directly to obtain approval of the project modification. It is the applicant’s responsibility to
highlight any proposed changes to the project and to bring it to the project planner’s attention.

10.

PLANNING FINAL INSPECTION. A Planning Division Final inspection will be required to determine
substantial compliance with the approved plans prior to the scheduling of a Building Division final. Any
revisions during the building process must be approved by Planning, including but not limited to;
signage, materials, fenestration and hard surface locations. Contact the Planning Department to
schedule this inspection.

11.

NOISE ORDINANCE. All non-residential construction shall be subject to the requirements in the City’s
Noise Ordinance contained in Palo Alto Municipal Code 9.10.

12.

PROJECT APPROVAL. The SUMC Master Wayfinding Sign Program approval shall be valid for a period of
one year from the original date of approval. In the event that building permits and encroachment
permits, if applicable, are not secured for the signs within the time limit specified above, the approval
shall expire and be of no further force or effect. A written request for a one-year extension shall be
submitted prior to the expiration date in order to be considered by the Director of Planning and
Community Environment.

13.

INDEMNIFICATION. To the extent permitted by law, the applicant shall indemnify and hold harmless the
City, its City Council, its officers, employees and agents (the “indemnified parties”) from and against any
claim, action, or proceeding brought by a third party against the indemnified parties and the applicant to
attack, set aside or void, any permit or approval authorized hereby for the Project, including (without
limitation) reimbursing the City for its actual attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in defense of the
litigation. The City may, in its sole discretion and at Applicant’s expense, elect to defend any such action
with attorneys of its own choice.
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PUBLIC WORKS
14.

ENCROACHMENT: An encroachment permit is required for signs within the right-of-way and signs within
2 feet of a sidewalk.

15.

PROPERTY LINES: Property lines must be shown on permit plans.

16.

STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION: The City's full-sized "Pollution Prevention - It's Part of the
Plan" sheet must be included in the plan set. The sheet is available here:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/2732

TRANSPORTATION
17.

HORIZONTAL CLEARANCE. Signs or related structures shall not obstruct or reduce the horizontal
clearances of any existing sidewalk, pedestrian pathway, bus or passenger boarding area, bicycle lane, or
motor vehicle lane.
a. At least 1.5-feet of horizontal clearance between the face of curb and any new freestanding
sign shall be provided to meet the standards given in the Caltrans Highway Design Manual.
b. At least 1.5-feet of horizontal clearance shall be provided between the edge of the sidewalk
and the side of the sign, unless the clearance triggers additional paving requirements at the
sign base that would in turn result in a loss of landscaping.

18.

CLEAR SIGHT DISTANCE. All signs shall not create obstructions that block a driver’s view of vehicles,
bicycles, or pedestrians near driveways, intersections, and crosswalks. Clear sight distance shall be
provided at intersections between streets, driveways, crosswalks, and other locations as required by the
Director.

URBAN FORESTRY
19.

TREE DAMAGE. Tree Damage, Injury Mitigation and Inspections apply to Contractor. Reporting, injury
mitigation measures and arborist inspection schedule (1-5) apply pursuant to TTM, Section 2.20-2.30.
Contractor shall be responsible for the repair or replacement of any publicly owned or protected trees
that are damaged during the course of construction, pursuant to Title 8 of the Palo Alto Municipal Code,
and city Tree Technical Manual, Section 2.25. Tree damage that may occur shall be subject to $100 per
inch of injured area paid by Contractor to the City Forestry Fund.

20.

EXCAVATION RESTRICTIONS APPLY (TTM, Sec. 2.20 C & D). Any approved grading, digging or trenching
beneath a tree canopy shall be performed using ‘air-spade’ method as a preference, with manual hand
shovel as a backup. For utility trenching, including sewer line, roots exposed with diameter of 1.5 inches
and greater shall remain intact and not be damaged. If directional boring method is used to tunnel
beneath roots, then Table 2-1, Trenching and Tunneling Distance, shall be printed on the final plans.

21.

PLAN CHANGES. Revisions and/or changes to plans before or during construction shall be reviewed and
responded to by the (a) project site arborist or (b) landscape architect with written letter of acceptance
before submitting the revision to the Building Department for review by Planning, PW or Urban Forestry.
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22.

GENERAL. The following general tree preservation measures apply to all trees to be retained: No storage
of material, topsoil, vehicles or equipment shall be permitted within the tree enclosure area. The ground
under and around the tree canopy area shall not be altered. Trees to be retained shall be irrigated,
aerated and maintained as necessary to ensure survival.

23.

BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTAL- PROJECT ARBORIST CERTIFICATION LETTER. Building permit and/or
encroachment permit plans shall show trenching (if any) and the foundation design and depth of
excavation for all freestanding signs near the dripline of protected trees so that the foundation design
can be modified if necessary to protect tree roots. Prior to submittal for staff review, attach a Project
Arborist Certification Letter that he/she has; (a) reviewed the entire building permit and/or
encroachment permit submittal and, (b) affirm that ongoing Contractor/Project Arborist site monitoring
inspections and reporting have been arranged with the contractor or owner (see Sheet T-1) and, (c)
understands that design revisions (site or plan changes) within a TPZ will be routed to Project
Arborist/Contractor for review prior to approval from City.

24.

PROJECT ARBORIST INSPECTION LETTER. The contractor shall call for a final inspection by the Project
Arborist to evaluate all trees to be retained and protected, as indicated in the approved plans, of the
activity, health, welfare, mitigation remedies for injuries, if any, and for the long term care of the trees
for the new owner. The final project arborist letter report shall be provided to the Planning Department
prior to written request for temporary or final occupancy. The final report may be used to navigate any
outstanding issues, concerns or security guarantee return process, when applicable.

25.

PLANNING INSPECTION. Prior to final sign off, contractor or owner shall contact the city planner (650329-2441) to inspect and verify that Special Conditions are present and adequate relating to structures,
furniture, fixtures, colors and site plan accessories.

26.

MAINTENANCE. All landscape and trees shall be maintained, watered, fertilized, and pruned according
to Best Management Practices-Pruning (ANSI A300-2001 or current version). Any vegetation that dies
shall be replaced or failed automatic irrigation repaired by the current property owner within 30 days of
discovery.

UTILITIES – WATER, GAS, WASTEWATER
27.

The applicant shall comply with all the WGW Utility Engineering Department service requirements noted
during plan review.

28.

The applicant and contractor are responsible for identification and location of all utilities, both public
and private, within the work area. The contractor shall contact underground service alert (800) 2272600 one week in advance of starting construction to provide for marking of underground utilities. The
areas to be check by USA shall be delineated with white paint. All USA markings shall be removed by the
customer or contractor when construction is complete.

29.

No work is allowed in the Palo Alto Utilities easement.

30.

Signage or other structures cannot be placed over existing water, gas or wastewater mains/services.
Maintain 5’ horizontal clear separation to existing utilities as found in the field.
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31.

The applicant's contractor shall immediately notify the Utilities Department (650) 496-6982 or 650/3292413 if the existing water, wastewater or gas mains are disturbed or damaged.

32.

No water or gas valves or other facilities owned by Utilities Department shall be operated for any
purpose by the applicant's contractor. All required operation will only be performed by authorized
utilities department personnel. The applicant's contractor shall notify the Utilities Department not less
than forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the time that such operation is required.

33.

The contractor shall not disconnect any part of the existing water, gas, or wastewater mains except by
expressed permission of the WGW utilities inspector and shall submit a schedule of the estimated
shutdown time to obtain said permission.

34.

Only City forces can work on the City gas distribution system.

UTILITIES – ELECTRICAL
35.

The applicant shall comply with all the Electric Utility Engineering Department service requirements
noted during plan review.

36.

The applicant and contractor are responsible for identification and location of all utilities, both public
and private, within the work area. The contractor shall contact underground service alert (800) 2272600 one week in advance of starting construction to provide for marking of underground utilities. The
areas to be check by USA shall be delineated with white paint. All USA markings shall be removed by the
customer or contractor when construction is complete.

37.

No work is allowed in the Palo Alto Utilities easement.

38.

Customer shall immediately notify Electric Utilities 650-566-4500 if any construction is to occur within 5'
of existing electric lines or boxes.

BUILDING
39.

Protection of pedestrians shall be provided for and during all construction.

40.

A building permit is required for the construction of the monument and wall mounted signs using the
current applicable codes: CBC, and PAMC. For the monument signs, the supporting foundation, framing
and connection details are required for the building permit submittal. Structural connection details to
the existing wall framing are required for the wall signs. For illuminated signs, plans shall show sign
location, wiring sizes and type, disconnect size and location of panel, conduit type and size, and
structural elements.
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